
MINDSONAR NEWS HIGHLIGHTS

MindSonar Holland is helping an accountancy firm formulate recruitment
texts for Indeed. Employees (2 groups: creative vs. procedural), were profiled
and texts were meticulously matched to the average profile.

This MindSonar Me has a set of pre-designed social media posts, see page 4.

MindSonar UK recently had its second MindSonar Mastermind group with
participants reviewing conversational values and undertaking planning for
MindSonar activities in 2022. If you would like to join us, contact Peter

Chris Minne and Jaap Hollander are developing a new leadership model. Do
you know (of) people who communicate inspiring visions? Please profile
them (context of 'Focus on vision'). We'll reimburse you and mention you in
the write up of the model.  Contact Chris Minne.

Hi Everybody! 

2022 is here. May you act quickly in soem cases and
carefully contemplate things in others. May you have
your senses wide open, and yet be able to close them
protectively if necessary. May you dive deep into the
details for great quality. And may you see the big
picture while soaring high above. May you express
clearly what's wrong and be just as expressive about
what you love. May you see important pitfalls and set
inspiring goals. May you understand the essence, be
aware of the connections and find productive ways to
put all of this into good practice!

Jaap Hollander - MindSonar Founder
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Viv one of the first UK certified MindSonar Coaches is still very active with
MindSonar, working with Ian Clarke and Workforce Solutions Group.

Viv finds MindSonar particularly useful in helping individuals understand
themselves and what drives behaviours.  Once that takes place, they can
understand any synergy and conflict in the workplace resulting from multiple
thinking styles from multiple individuals and consequent advantages and
pitfalls.

Viv is particularly interested in using MindSonar to measure Cognitive
Diversity and help teams harness that power.

If you want to know more about Viv, you can contact her here

Meet Viv Purkiss 

  
Adverts consistently use metprogrammes to motivate you to buy their
products. Take for example Analgesia:

Away from and mismatching - Showing pictures of a person in pain and
discomfort.  Stating 'to avoid' and 'get rid off' then take.....

Followed by picture of someone who has taken the medication. 

Towards - Showing picture of achievements like walking outside,
climbing stairs and playing sports

How are you marketing MindSonar and your business with
metaprogrammes? Share your thoughts with Ian and we will post them.

Comment here 

MINDSONAR APPLICATIONS 
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Parents vs. Teenagers

Teenagers mismatch Parents - what could they
possibly know? - but match their peers. 

Parents focus on the past and future -
Teenagers focus on the here and now, the
present.

Parents are concerned about avoiding problems
away from and reflecting and know they are
right internally. Teenagers know they are right
internally.    

By Anne Finemore 

One of the Meta programme sets that I have found can have a significant
role in the thinking patterns of my therapy clients is that of
Past/Present/Future. It seems that if any one of the three is very strong
in the context of how they view their life, it can contribute to the issues
which have brought the person to therapy. 

As with all Meta programmes, the rest of the profile is important and
certain combinations of Meta programmes seem related to specific
therapy issues. However, the time perception meta programmes are of
particular interest to me in some clients. Below are some examples of
how each of the time focus meta programmes can contribute to a
client’s issues: you want to deepen rapport and understanding with
someone, make an effort to notice the direction that their attention goes
during a conversation. Read more

Article
THE TIME META PROGRAMMES
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RECOGNIZING MINDSET

Download back issues of MindSonar Me here

https://www.mindsonar.info/the-time-metaprogrammes-a-crucial-element-in-some-therapy-issues/
https://www.mindsonar.info/mindsonar-me/


PREDESIGNED SOCIAL MEDIA POSTS
New set every month - Left click to download - Translation? Talk to your
Distributor - Let Ian know how you like them.
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